A yacht that outshines the rest

POLAR STAR
Cruising by private yacht is an ethereal travel experience. Not even the world’s grandest resorts can move you through the azure seas that pave your way to remote Caribbean islands or to star-studded European ports of call. Luxurious amenities and a forward staff are dedicated to just you as you visit the destinations of your customized itinerary. Gourmet menus and seaside activities are designed around your tastes. There’s no better escape from the everyday. Your only task is to choose a yacht that delivers. Welcome aboard Polar Star.

By definition, a pole star is especially prominent; one that outshines the rest. This appropriately named 64-meter megayacht truly stands out. With four levels of living, sumptuous accommodations for 12, a professional crew of 17 and smooth cruising via ice-class hull, Polar Star’s design, service and comfort standards achieve unprecedented heights. Lürssen originally built this striking vessel in 2005, but a recent comprehensive refit has prepared her to impress today’s most discerning charter guests.
A perfect place to unwind, socialize and dine, the understated elegance of the Aileen Rodriguez décor is reminiscent of a charming New England home. Where large windows showcasing majestic views end, a floor-to-ceiling hand-painted mural completes the scene. Gold and crystal light fixtures and a foyer entering the main salon create an extravagant ambiance. An ultra-plush couch faces a 46-inch plasma TV that rises from an antique-looking armoire. If you prefer a quiet game of chess, a handsome study with leather inlays in Oak flooring is accessed through an adjacent door. Along the salon’s starboard bank of windows, formal dining can be set for up to 12 guests ready to enjoy the culinary expertise of Polar Star’s world-class chef.
Postcard-like panoramas envelop the private master retreat. Enjoy stellar unobstructed views through huge inverted windows from the intimacy of your own private quarters, which occupy its own deck level. A separate foyer creates a grand entrance into the full-beam suite. Aside from the king bed, a comfortable couch and lounge also face the breath-taking sights, and a table with two chairs creates an ideal spot for morning coffee and crotissants.

A discreetly concealed 32-inch flatscreen TV lifts from the footboard of the king-sized bed in the 12.8-meter wide suite. His-and-hers ensuite marble baths with heated towel racks offer both a large Jacuzzi tub and walk-in shower with overhead rain fixture.
Al fresco dining and socializing in the natural atmosphere of your cruising destinations are exquisite treats while yachting. All of the master quarters in a private setting to take in a sunset or enjoy an evening under the stars. A large dining table with chairs, a well-stocked wet bar with stools and many loungers set up this area for delectable cocktails and cuisine. For another treasured pastime onboard, a port stairwell leads up one deck for a soak in the outdoor Jacuzzi.

SAVOR MOONLIT MEALS SET AGAINST COASTAL BACKDROPS
surround yourself with fine linens in lavish accommodations

Located on the main deck, Polar Star’s spacious staterooms feature ensuite heads with either tub, or newly installed marble shower with rain fixtures, custom benches and stone mosaic floors. All cabins are equipped with 37-inch flatscreen TVs and entertainment systems. A coral pattern, bold art and a teak sink complete cabin two where the king bed easily converts to twins for flexible sleeping configurations. One deck below, a fifth twin-berthed cabin, pictured above, includes a larger 42-inch flatscreen, a custom-designed lighted vanity table and additional shoe storage built into sliding shelves under the berths.
relax and rejuvenate in this elevated refuge

A blue and white color scheme is used throughout the skylounge where soft couches and rotating chairs are great for interacting around the mock fireplace, which imparts a home-like feel to the area. New silver leaf and crystal star embellished sconces detail the foyer entering this enchanting sanctuary. Forward of the skylounge and up one level is the state-of-the-art wheelhouse that takes full advantage of the elevated visibility gained on the bridge deck. Moving aft, a 10-person outdoor Jacuzzi also provides excellent unobstructed views since no tenders are stored here as on many other yachts. The surplus of yacht toys stow discreetly in the lazarette.

The well-equipped gym located on the bridge deck features two Life Fitness treadmills, a stationary bike and Stairmaster, as well as four 15-inch TVs with DVD players so you can maintain your workout routine while onboard. Then, reward tired muscles in the sauna accessed through a portside door on the aft deck.
Type / Rig: Tri-deck Motor Yacht
Builder: Lürssen Shipyard, Germany / 2005
Refit: 2011
Length: 208 feet (63.4 m)
Draft: 12 feet (3.65 m)
Beam: 42 feet (12.80 m)
Flag: Cayman Islands
Speed: 13 knots cruise/15 knots max
Exterior Design: Esben Øeino
Interior Design: Pauline Nunn
Interior Refit: Aileen Rodriquez
Construction: Steel hull and aluminum superstructure
Class: Lloyds +100A1, LMC, MCA/ISM and ISPS compliant
Engines: 2x Caterpillar 3512 diesels
Fuel: 50,000 gallons (189,271 ltr)
Water: 7,400 gallons (28,000 ltr)
Watermakers: 2x Hem 12,000 gpd
Range: Approx. 7,000 nautical miles @ 12 knots
Electrical: 3x Caterpillar generators - 285 kW each, 1x Caterpillar emergency generator - 150 kW
Bow Thruster: Brunvoll 220-hp
Stern Thruster: Schottel
Stabilizers: Quantum Zero EXT
Crew: Captain plus 16 crew
Water Activities: 29-foot Naiad tender, 29-foot Master Craft tender, 2x 1800hcc waterrunners, plus waterski toys
Yacht Polar Star
C/- 34 Rue Vauban
Antibes, 06600
Alpes Maritimes, France
contacts
VOIP: +1 954 672 4636/37
VOIP: +34 971 576776/77
info@my-polarstar.com
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Contact your broker for further details
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